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Preparation of IL-loaded microreactors based on polyelectrolyte microcapsules
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Encapsulation of ionic liquids (ILs) in crosslinked polyelectrolyte microcapsules, made via layerby-layer assembly (LbL) was successfully conducted. Two different ILs were studied: 1-butyl-3methylimidazolium tetrafluoroborate [Bmim]BF4 and 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium
hexafluorophosphate [Bmim]PF6. The polyelectrolyte microcapsules were successfully used as
microcages for the synthesis of poly(methylmethacrylate) (PMMA), a non water-soluble polymer,
in IL medium. Finally, the behaviour of the IL-loaded microreactors in polar and apolar solvents
was evaluated. The strategies described in this study offer new routes for the preparation of
microreactors incorporating IL which are of interest for many applications in the field of organic
synthesis, catalysis and adsorption of active substances.
________________________________________________________________________________
as reaction media, large amounts are required,

Introduction
Ionic

liquids

attracted

making them unattractive from an economic

considerable attention over the last decade. This

point of view; even if many of them are

is due to their interesting physicochemical

commercially available today, ILs are still

properties, especially their low vapour pressure,

expensive. Besides, they generate a large

as a result of which they can be considered as

amount of waste at the end of their working

non-volatile

lives, and their potential toxicity [9-11] and

organic

(ILs)

have

compounds

[1,2].

Accordingly, they have been regarded as

biodegradability

environmentally friendly solvents and have been

evaluated, for most of them. Furthermore, in

applied to a number of chemical transformations

some

[3-5], catalytic processes [6-7] and in separation

solvents is required to separate organic products

technologies [8]. Despite their interesting

from the ionic phase, leading to some loss of the

properties, some drawbacks are associated with

IL.

the use of ILs. For instance, when they are used
95

cases,

[12,13]

extraction

are

with

still

to

be

conventional
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An

approach

these

the encapsulation of ILs allows to benefit from

problems is to immobilize IL species onto solid

the remarkable properties of ILs to absorb and

supports while keeping their unique properties.

dissolve various substances while reducing the

The immobilization facilitates the interfacial

drawbacks related to their high viscosity [27].

reactions and the separation processes and

Various assays essentially based on micro-

considerably limits the potential release of IL in

emulsions stabilized by surfactants [28-30] or

the

it

polymers [31-33], on Pickering emulsions

reduces the cost of the process since a smaller

stabilized by solid particles [34-35], or on

amount of IL is employed to perform a reaction

vapour phase deposition technology [36] were

[14-17]. A first method to immobilize ILs

explored to encapsulate ILs. However the

consists in impregnating a solid substrate on

elaboration of these systems requires complex

which IL forms a thin adsorbed layer. This

experimental setups. Moreover, the resulting

approach is well illustrated by the current

capsules showed a limited long-term stability.

surrounding

to

overcome

environment.

Besides,

development of supported IL phase (SILP)

Microcapsules

offer

a

series

of

systems, where IL layers are immobilized onto

interesting properties such as larger specific

solid supports such as silica [14, 15], alumina

interfacial area, semi-permeable wall and

[18] or polymers [19] and biopolymers [20-25].

internal cavity which can be advantageously

SILP systems have been widely reviewed [15,

used to trap active or sensitive species. They

16]. Another way to immobilize ILs involves

have been widely studied for their potential

the formation of a three-dimensional hybrid

applications in the pharmaceutical, agricultural,

network such as organosilica that percolates

and

throughout the IL to form an ionogel (or ion gel)

development of microcapsules based on the

showing a solid-like behaviour [26]. The main

Layer-by-Layer

drawbacks of these methods are related for the

polyelectrolytes

first procedure to the possible leaching of the

sacrificial templates gained a considerable

ionic liquid and for the second to the drastic

interest during the last fifteen years due to the

conditions used for the ionogel elaboration

versatility of the LbL fabrication process and

(long reaction time, high temperature and

the attractive properties

pressure).

microcontainers [40-42]. Various compounds

chemical

industries

(LbL)
of

[37-39].

deposition

opposite

charge

The

of
onto

of the resulting

The encapsulation of ILs is an attractive

such as drugs [43-45], cells [46, 47], enzymes

alternative approach to SILPs to increase the

[48-50], proteins [51], DNA [52] and even

surface area to volume ratio to improve the

organic solvents [53] have been successfully

interfacial reactions or exchanges. Moreover,

encapsulated
96

in

these

microcontainers
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elaborated from synthetic polyelectrolytes or

Poly(allylamine) hydrochloride (PAH, Mw 120-

biopolymers.

200 kDa),

Herein, we present the development of
stable

polyelectrolyte

1-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)-3-

ethylcarbodiimide hydrochloride (EDC, > 98%)

microcapsules

and N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS, > 98%) were

incorporating IL, which can be advantageously

purchased

used as microreactors for organic synthesis,

sulfonate) sodium salt (PSS, Mw 70 kDa) was

catalysis or interfacial exchanges. The synthesis

purchased from Acros Organics. Poly(acrylic

of a non-water soluble polymer in these

acid) solution (PAA, Mw 100 kDa, 35% wt. in

microcages was investigated. Finally, the ability

H2O)

of these capsules to load efficiently ILs in the

(EDTA, > 99.5%) were purchased from Sigma

presence of a non-miscible solvent was tested in

Aldrich.

order to produce microcages which are of

(CaCO3, > 99%, 6 µm) were purchased from

interest for heterogeneous synthesis, catalytic

PlasmaChem.

processes or interfacial exchanges.

1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium tetrafluoroborate

Material and methods

from

and

Alfa

Poly(styrene

ethylenediaminetetraacetic

Calcium

([Bmim]BF4,

Aesar.

carbonate

99.9%)

and

methylimidazolium

acid

microparticles

1-butyl-3-

hexafluorophosphate

([Bmim]PF6, 99.9%) were purchased from
Solvionic and used as obtained.
Methyl methacrylate (MMA, stabilized, 99%)
and α,α′-azoisobutyronitrile (AIBN, 98%) were
purchased from Acros Organics. MMA was
purified by filtration on alumina and AIBN was
recrystallized

from

ethanol

Fluorescein-labelled

before

use.

methylmethacrylate

(fluorescein-O-MA, 97%) was purchased from
Sigma Aldrich. PAH-TRITC was synthesized as
previously described [54]. Pure Milli-Q water
with

a

specific

resistivity

higher

than

18 M.cm2 was used in all experiment steps.
Elaboration

of

polyelectrolyte

microcapsules
(PAH/PSS) microcapsules composed of 7
bilayers were prepared by alternating incubation
97
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of negatively charged CaCO3 microparticles

described above. The pH of PAH (1 mL, 2 g/L

(1 mL; 0.5% w/w in suspension) in PAH then

in 0.1 M NaCl) and PAA (1 mL, 2 g/L in 0.1 M

PSS solution (2 g/L in 0.1M NaCl for both),

NaCl) solutions were both fixed at 6.5.

starting

with

PAH.

The

pH

of

the

Crosslinked

polyelectrolyte

polyelectrolyte solutions was adjusted to 6.5 by

microcapsules

addition of 0.1 M HCl or NaOH. For each layer

Crosslinked

deposition, after 20 min of incubation, the

(PAH/PAA) bilayers were prepared according

coated particles were centrifuged (3000 g,

to a previously published procedure [58].

2 min) and washed 3 times with 0.1M NaCl to

Briefly,

remove the non bound polyelectrolyte chains.

dispersed in an EDC/NHS solution (3 mL of a

This LbL procedure was repeated until seven

solution of 30 g/L of EDC and 11 g/L of NHS

bilayers were deposited. Hollow polyelectrolyte

in 0.15 M NaCl pH 5) overnight at 4°C. The

microcapsules were subsequently obtained by

crosslinked coated particles were then washed

removing selectively the CaCO3 core by means

several times with pure water and the CaCO3

of a 0.2 M EDTA solution (pH 5) according to

core was dissolved in 0.2 M EDTA solution at

the

pH 5 for 30 min under shaking. The resultant

protocol

described

elsewhere

[56-58]

(Scheme 1).

the

microcapsules

CaCO3-coated

crosslinked

incorporating

particles

were

microcapsules

[(PAH/PSS)4(PAH/PAA)2]

were

washed

3 times with pure water.
Polymer synthesis in polyelectrolyte
microcapsules
Microcapsules dispersed in IL were tested as
microreactors

for

the

synthesis

of

poly(methylmethacrylate) (PMMA). For this,
Scheme 1: (PAH/PSS)7 microcapsules

hollow [(PAH/PSS)4(PAH/PAA)2] crosslinked

Finally, the (PAH/PSS)7 microcapsules were

microcapsules prepared from 5 mg of CaCO3

washed 3 times with pure water. Note that one

microparticles were dispersed in 1 mL of

layer of TRITC-labelled PAH was incorporated
in

the

LbL

sequence

to

visualize

[Bmim]PF6. The resulting suspension was

the

placed in a schlenk tube and 1 mL more of

microcapsules by fluorescence microscopy.

[Bmim]PF6 was added. The mixture was

Alternatively, crosslinkable microcapsules were

degassed under high vacuum for 2h. Then the

prepared by LbL deposition of 4 bilayers of

tube was filled with nitrogen gas and MMA

(PAH/PSS) then 2 bilayers of (PAH/PAA) onto
CaCO3

cores

according

to

the

(0,2 mL ; 1.87 mmol ; 1 eq.) and fluorescein-

protocol
98
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labelled MMA (15 mg ; 0.04 mmol ; 0.02 eq.)

non miscible solvents for [Bmim]PF6 and

were rapidly added. The mixture was placed in

[Bmim]BF4, respectively. The microcapsules

an ultrasound bath for 1 h at a temperature of

were finally recovered by immersing the

about 10°C and under nitrogen atmosphere.

polycarbonate

AIBN (3 mg ; 0.019 mmol ; 0.01 eq.) initiator

containing 2 mL of a non-miscible solvent and

was subsequently added into the tube which was

placed for 1 min in an ultrasound bath.

placed for 5 min in an ultrasound bath then
heated

65°C

Epifluorescence Microscopy

were observed using a LEICA DMR fluorescent

heterogeneous mixture was dispersed in 10 mL

microscope respectively with a TEXAS-RED

of acetone and the capsules were recovered by

filter or a H3 filter. Pictures were taken using an

centrifugation.

with

ORCA AG Hamamatsu digital charged-coupled

acetone were performed to remove the non-

device (CCD) camera driven by Wasabi 2.0

encapsulated PMMA chains.

software.

were

under

beaker

atmosphere. At the end of the reaction, the

Five

4h

a

The samples labelled with TRITC or fluorescein

capsules

for

into

nitrogen

The

at

membrane

washing

cycles

observed

with

Scanning Electron Microscopy – Energy

an

epifluorescence microscope in a water/acetone

Dispersive Spectroscopy (SEM-EDS)

(50/50 v:v) mixture.

Few drops of capsule suspension were

Encapsulation

of

ionic

liquid

in

deposited onto a glass slide and the solvent was

polyelectrolyte microcapsules

gently dried. The resulting samples were coated

Hollow microcapsules prepared from 5 mg of

with a 20-nm thick film of gold (Fine coat JFC

CaCO3 core particles, were centrifuged (3000 g,

1100). Analyses were performed using a

5 min) and the water supernatant was replaced

scanning electron microscope (SEM) from

by 150 µL of either [Bmim]PF6 or [Bmim]BF4.

ZEISS SUPRA 55 equipped with INLENS and

The residual traces of water were removed with

SE2

a centrifugal SpeedVac evaporator for 1h. The

dispersive spectroscopy (EDS). Magnifications

resulting suspension was filtered through a

x 3000 and x 5000 were used for imaging with

polycarbonate

an accelerating potential of 20 kV.

cyclopore

membrane

detectors

and

coupled

with

energy

(porosity 400 nm; It4ip, Belgium). The ILloaded

microcapsules

adsorbed

on

the

Results and discussion

polycarbonate membrane were rapidly rinsed

Preparation of PE microcapsules stable

with 4 x 0.5 mL of a solvent non miscible with

in IL

IL to drag the excess of the non loaded ionic

Polyelectrolyte capsules have been previously

liquid. Pure water and isopropanol were used as

used as reaction cages in water to synthesize
99
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polymers,

notably

polyelectrolytes

[59].

According to this “ship in bottle” methodology,
the small monomers diffuse through the
polyelectrolyte

membrane

then

polymerise

toThis technique allowed producing capsules
with permanently modified interior. Such

revealed that polyelectrolyte walls merged.
Figure 1 Fluorescent microscopy images (x 100)
of (PAH/PSS)7 microcapsules labelled with
PAH-TRITC and dispersed in water (left) and in
[Bmim]PF6 (right)

microcontainers are of interest in various fields

Similar

such as chemical catalysis or drug release as

(PAH/PSS)7 capsules dispersed in the more

they required low amounts of reagents, and the

hydrophilic IL [Bmim]BF4 (Figure 2). These

confiment of the media and reagents afforded a

results clearly evidenced that non-crosslinked

more rapid heat exchange and mass transfer as

microcapsules were not stable in the presence of

compared to conventional, larger scale systems.

ILs, independently of its properties (hydrophilic

Here, we explore the possibility to use

or hydrophobic). This behaviour may be

polyelectrolyte microcapsules as microreactors

attributed

in

chemical

between IL ions and charged groups of

synthesis. Such microreactors combine the

polyelectrolyte chains that induced a disruption

advantages of the microcapsules and the

of the polyelectrolyte complex. To evidence this

relevant properties of ILs. In a first approach,

feature, a certain amount of water was added in

the non-crosslinked polyelectrolyte capsules

the [Bmim]BF4/capsule suspension to increase

obtained after core dissolution were dispersed

the dissociation of water-soluble IL ions. As

directly in ILs to test their stability in such

seen in Figure 2, the addition of water impacted

solvents. Experimentally, hollow microcapsules

more

composed of 7 bilayers of (PAH/PSS) [60] were

(PAH/PSS)7 capsules.

IL

environment

to

perform

results

to

were

the

significantly

electrostatic

the

dispersed in [Bmim]PF6, IL which is known to
have a hydrophobic character. Observations
performed by fluorescence microscopy on PAHTRITC labelled capsules showed that the
microcontainers

collapsed

to

form

large

a)

b)

c)

d)

aggregates as soon they were dispersed in IL
(Figure 1). Zoom-in image (Figure 1 inset)

100

observed

for

the

interactions

integrity

of

the
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Figure 2 Fluorescent microscopy images of

As shown in Figure 3, the integrity of the

(PAH/PSS)7 microcapsules labelled with PAH-

hollow capsules was preserved, even after 48h

TRITC and dispersed in a) pure [Bmim]BF4

in [Bmim]BF4. Similar results were obtained in

and in [Bmim]BF4 / water mixtures of different

the more hydrophobic IL [Bmim]PF6 (results

ratio (v/v): b) 70/30 c)50/50 d)30/70

not shown).

For instance, in presence of 70 vol % of water, a
complete destruction of the capsules was
observed

(Figure

2-d).

Therefore,

ionic

components of ILs disrupted the polyelectrolyte
complex.
electrostatic

They

partially
interactions

screened

the

between

polyelectrolyte chains. This effect was more
pronounced in presence of water due to the

a)

b)

Figure 3 Cross-linked (PAH/PSS)4(PAH/PAA)2
microcapsules labelled with PAH-TRITC and
dispersed in [Bmim]BF4 after different times :
(a) t = 0 and (b) t = 48h

dissociation of IL ions. The ability of IL ions to
disrupt a polyelectrolyte complex leads to an

PE Microcapsules used as microreactors

unstable behaviour of the non-cross-linked

for the synthesis of a non-water-soluble polymer

microcapsules in Ils and IL/water mixture.

The

[(PAH/PSS)4(PAH/PAA)2]
were

subsequently

crosslinked

To improve the stability of the polyelectrolyte

capsules

tested

as

microcontainers in the presence of ILs, capsules

microreactors to synthesize a non-water soluble

incorporating crosslinked layers were tested.

PMMA polymer in IL medium. Radical

Experimentally, CaCO3 cores coated by 4

polymerisation was selected since ILs are

(PAH/PSS) bilayers were functionalized by two

known to be good solvents to achieve such

additional (PAH/PAA) bilayers. Crosslinking of

reactions [62-64]. Experimentally, the protocol

the (PAH/PAA) sequence was achieved in water

developed by Dähne et al. [59] was adapted.

in presence of EDC/NHS according to the

Briefly, the microcapsules were dispersed in

protocol described elsewhere [61]. Finally, the

[Bmim]PF6 in presence of the MMA monomer.

CaCO3 core was destroyed in acidic conditions

The AIBN initiator was rapidly added into the

as described in the experimental section. In

reactive mixture which was stirred at 65°C for

order to test the stability of the crosslinked wall

4h under a controlled atmosphere. At the end of

towards ILs, the capsules were dispersed in

the reaction, the PMMA-loaded capsules were

[Bmim]BF4 or [Bmim]PF6 then observed by

recovered by centrifugation and washed with

fluorescence microscopy.

acetone to remove the non encapsulated PMMA
chains formed in solution. Note that 2 % of
101
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fluorescein-labelled MMA monomer was added

trap hydrophobic compounds in various media.

in the reaction mixture to visualize the

Indeed, these solvent responsive materials,

formation of PMMA chains by fluorescence

which swell in organic solvent and precipitate in

microscopy.

water, should be used notably to entrap catalytic

Microscopy observations performed on the
microcapsules clearly revealed that labelled

species or to remove hydrophobic substrates
from reactive organic media.

PMMA chains were entrapped inside the
capsules, having a core radius between 8 and 4
m, and that kept their spherical shape (Figure
4).

Preparation and stability of IL-loaded
microcapsules dispersed in various solvents
Following

the

successful

fabrication

of

polyelectrolyte microcapsules stable towards
ILs, the possibility to prepare microcontainers
entrapping permanently IL was explored in
order to fabricate IL-loaded microreactors. Two

a)

Figure

different

b)

4

Microscopy

images

showing

fluorescein-labelled PMMA encapsulated into
[(PAH/PSS)4(PAH/PAA)2]

crosslinked

microcapsules: a) optical micrograph and b)
fluorescence image. The capsules are dispersed

systems

based

on

IL-loaded

microcapsules dispersed in water or isopropanol
were tested. The procedure followed for the IL
encapsulation

consisted

in

dispersing

the

crosslinked microcapsules into the IL to achieve
its diffusion into the capsule interior. After
loading, the capsules were recovered by

in water/acetone (50/50 v/v) mixture

filtration then dispersed in water or isopropanol.
These conditions afforded the synthesis of

To evaluate the stability of the IL-loaded

5

capsules, they were observed by SEM coupled

g.mol-1) [65]. The molar mass of the PMMA

with EDS after a given time. Indeed, due to their

chains was large enough to avoid any release

very low vapour pressure, ILs can be observed

through the capsule wall. Therefore, the

under vacuum condition. A first test was

polymer chains remained efficiently trapped

performed

into the microcontainers. Such loaded capsules

[Bmim]BF4 and dispersed in water which is

encapsulating macromolecules non-soluble or

miscible with [Bmim]BF4.

PMMA with high molar weight (> 9.9.10

partially soluble in water should be of interest to

102

with

capsules

loaded

with
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preparation or to an incomplete washing
of the capsules. To definitely conclude
about the stability of the loading, the ILloaded capsules dispersed in isopropanol
were recovered by centrifugation then
rinse with pure isopropanol and analysed
by SEM-EDS. The EDS spectra recorded
on the capsules confirmed the presence of
a fluorine peak related to [Bmim]BF4 and
Figure

5

(Left)

SEM

image

SEM observation did not show the

of

[Bmim]BF4-loaded microcapsules; (right) EDS
spectra performed after different immersion

presence of IL droplets around the capsules
(Figure 6) as observed before. Altogether these
results proved that [Bmim]BF4 is well entrapped

times of the capsules into isopropanol.

into the capsules that have a radius of the core
In this case, a total release of the IL was

between 4-6 m; and not simply adsorbed onto

observed showing a total permeability of the

the capsule wall.

polyelectrolyte capsules in this medium. The
loaded

capsules

were

then

dispersed

in

isopropanol which is non-miscible with the IL.
SEM image displayed in Figure 5 showed that
capsules kept their spherical shape even after IL
loading with a core radius higher than those of
the empty capsules. Moreover, EDS spectrum
recorded on a capsule (Figure 5), revealed a
fluorine peak centred at 0.677 keV which
testified for the presence of [Bmim]BF4.
However, the amount of loaded IL could not be
determined since EDS is not a quantitative
technique. Moreover, it has to be noticed that
few droplets of free [Bmim]BF4 surrounding the

Figure

6

SEM-EDS

analysis

of

[Bmim]BF4-loaded microcapsules washed 2
times with isopropanol.

capsules were also detected by SEM-EDS
analysis. These droplets may be attributed to a
partial release of IL during the sample

Similar experiments were performed with
capsules loaded with a more hydrophobic IL

103
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such as [Bmim]PF6 and dispersed in water

the stability of the IL-loaded microreactors in

which is non miscible with the IL. Interestingly,

different media was evaluated: a rapid release of

a rapid leaching of IL in the aqueous phase was

the ILs in water was observed whereas no

observed. EDS analysis revealed that the IL is

release of the IL occurred for [Bmim]BF4

totally removed from the capsule after only one

loaded microcapsules in isopropanol. It was

washing with water (result not shown). This

concluded that the release behavior of the IL is

result may be explained considering the

mainly related to the nature of the surrounding

hydrophilic nature of the polyelectrolyte wall of

medium. This feature may contribute to apply

the capsules. In hydrophilic medium, the

the

polyelectrolyte film swelled to form a semi-

responsive materials, which release the IL in

permeable barrier through which the IL

aqueous medium but not in organic medium, for

molecules could rapidly diffuse and release. In

catalysis application or liquid-liquid extraction.

IL

loaded

microcapsules

as

solvent

contrast, in presence of isopropanol which is a

The IL-loaded microreactors offer the

non solvent of polyelectrolyte chains, the LbL

advantage to associate the ability of the

film collapsed to form a dense membrane

microcapsules to be used as microcontainer with

limiting the release of loaded IL in the

the remarkable physicochemical properties of

surrounding environment.

ionic liquids. Moreover, the IL-loaded capsules

Therefore, the entrapment of ILs into
polyelectrolyte microcapsules was properly
achieved with a hydrophilic IL in isopropanol.

those developed previously via microemulsion
processes as they require the use of any
surfactant. Therefore, these microreactors are of
great interest for organic synthesis, catalysis or

Conclusions
Polyelectrolyte microcapsules have been
extensively used previously to trap various
active substances in aqueous solution. However,
their non stability in other solvents limits their
potential applications. By performing a partial
crosslinking of the polyelectrolyte wall, we
prepared microcapsules stable in highly polar
ionic liquid phases. We demonstrated that these
microreactors

are more stable and easier to implement than

incorporating

IL

can

be

successfully used to synthesize non watersoluble polymers such as PMMA. Moreover,

liquid-liquid

extraction.

The

liquid-core

capsules constitute an alternative to SILP
systems to perform interfacial reactions, while
benefiting from the confiment effect of the IL
media in term of low overconcentration of
reactives or active substances and overheating
of the system, and from the presence of the
microcage to trap these active substances.
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